Product sheet
S C H M E TZ I N S I D E

PRECISION
AT EASE
VERITAS Camille
There are some items of clothing which you just don’t want to be parted from,
even though they are no longer in fashion. With the VERITAS Camille and her
32 stitch programmes anyone can turn old into new in no time at all. Placing
appliqués, decorating, repairing and embellishing succeed effortlessly, thanks to
numerous utility and decorative stitches, the powerful motor and the uncomplicated operation.

www.veritas-sewing.com

The story

A WOMAN
GOES HER
OWN WAY

Camille Claudel decided at an early age to be a sculptress even
though it was not viewed as a suitable career for women at the
time. At 18, she met the sculptor Auguste Rodin and became his
assistant. In the following years, she created numerous groundbreaking sculptures and became a significant artist. As a symbol for
all women who go their own way, we have named the machine the
VERITAS Camille after her.

Key features

It only takes
the press of a button
Nobody wants ruffles and tangled seams! For this reason, the
thread tension on the VERITAS Camille can be set either automatically, or in several steps individually. Even perfect buttonholes are possible by simply pressing a button. The fully automatic buttonhole programme takes care of everything. Only
the supplied button hole foot must be attached, and even that
is done with just one movement.

Creative and versatile
No matter whether decorations for sets or table cloths, smart hems on dresses, or appliqués - the VERITAS Camille is equipped for every project. With
the 32 varied blind hem-, stretch-, satin-, and decorative stitch programmes,
beautiful seams can be produced on elastic and solid, light and heavy materials, and the various overlock stitches are ideally suited to neatening seams
and cutting edges.

Perfectly equipped
For all those who want to achieve high-quality sewing results, the Camille VERITAS leaves no wish unfulfilled. The powerful motor, low-vibration housing and the reliable 6-point lower feed dog allow precise,
powerful working. Thanks to the integrated threading assistant, the thread is threaded in seconds, and
the glare-free sewing light provides optimal lighting for the large extension table.

Summary

FEATURES AT
A GLANCE.
• 32 stitching programmes
• 1-Stage automatic buttonhole function
• Maximum stitch length: 4 mm
• Maximum stitch width: 5 mm
• Speed (R.P.M.): 750 +/-50
• High torque for stiff materials
• Sewing zippers possible
• Automatic, vertical winding system
• Built-in threading aid
• Mending plate for embroidery
• Thread cutter
• Lightweight free arm
• Glare-free sewing light

Accessories
5 SCHMETZ needles
General purpose presser foot
Zipper foot
Button presser foot
64-part thread set
Brush
Arrow separator
Edge ruler
Thread spool Cap
3 spools
Screwdriver
Oil bottle
Embroidery and darning plate
Thread spool pin
2 Felt pads
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